The confined optical modes in photonic dots have been studied by angle-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy. The photon modes have no dispersion in the cavity plane due to their three-dimensional confinement. The emission intensity from each mode depends strongly on the detection angle. From the angle dependence of the photoluminescence the distribution of the electromagnetic field in the dot plane can be obtained. The experimental findings are in good agreement with theoretical calculations. ͓S0163-1829͑99͒08003-0͔
I. INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor microcavities have attracted considerable interest in recent years because they permit the control of spontaneous and stimulated emission due to the possibility of tailoring the internal electromagnetic field distribution and of modifying the photon density of states in the cavity.
1-17 For example, in planar two-dimensional microcavities the emission normal to the cavity is strongly suppressed over a broad energy band except for one fundamental resonance around the center of the band. The electromagnetic field is confined along one spatial direction, and the fundamental optical mode is the onset of a continuum of photon modes with free dispersion in the cavity plane.
In order to obtain further control of the emission properties, higher-dimensional photon confinement is useful. Recently, photonic dots have been fabricated in which the photon continuum is split into a set of discrete modes because only modes of certain wave numbers/energies are well confined in the dots. 18, 19 The confined modes couple to the continuum of photon modes outside of the dot structures, and they are sharp resonances on the continuum of photon modes in the density of states. In Refs. 18 and 19 the optical modes in photonic dots have been studied by photoluminescence spectroscopy. An increase of the mode energies and of the energy splitting between the modes with decreasing structure size has been found there. These studies, however, give no direct information on the distribution of the electromagnetic fields in the plane of a photonic dot.
Here we have applied angle-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy to investigate the optical modes in photonic-dot structures. In these experiments the far-field emission of the dots is detected within a small solid angle. The direction of detection is varied relative to the normal of the cavity. Similar angle-resolved spectroscopy recently has been used to study the dispersion relations of the polariton branches in unpatterned microcavities. 6 In such work the energy splitting between the polariton branches, the so-called Rabi-splitting, can be determined from the experiments.
In photonic dots the electromagnetic-field pattern of each optical mode causes a characteristic emission-intensity profile for varying directions of detection. Thus, angle-resolved studies allow us to determine the field distributions in the dots. Further, we have calculated the far-field emission intensities from each photonic-dot mode and compared these results with the experimental data. The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we present the photonic-dot structures studied in the present experiments. The experimental results are shown in Sec. III and compared to the model calculations in Sec. IV.
II. PHOTONIC DOTS
A conventional -cavity consisting of a GaAs layer with a height of 251 nm sandwiched between two high-reflectance GaAs/AlAs mirrors was used for the fabrication of photonic dots. In the center of the GaAs layer a 7-nm-wide In 0.14 Ga 0.86 As quantum well was placed as an optically active medium. In order to obtain three-dimensional photon confinement, square-shaped columns were fabricated from the two-dimensional cavity by lithography and etching. Details of the fabrication process have been given elsewhere. 20 The cavity was etched through the top reflector and the GaAs layer down to the top of the bottom reflector. The lateral sizes of the dots were determined from scanning electron microscopy and ranged from 6 m down to 2.7 m.
The samples were mounted into the Helium insert of an optical cryostat at Tϭ5 K. An Ar ϩ laser was used for optical excitation of the cavities. In the angle-resolved experiments only the emission within a narrow solid angle is detected by using an aperture, which could be moved parallel to the cavity plane. The aperture is located far from the photonic-dot structures. With a sample-aperture distance of 20 cm and an aperture diameter of 4 mm an angle resolution of about 1°is obtained. Each direction of detection is uniquely defined by a set of two angles, the polar angle ͑angle to the cavity normal͒ and the azimuthal angle ͑angle in the cavity plane͒ as shown schematically in Fig. 1 . Each set of angles corresponds to in-plane photon wave vectors k x ϭk sin cos and k y ϭk sin sin , where k is the photon wave number. The detection angle inside and outside the cavity, in and are connected to each other by the law of diffraction, ͱsin( in )ϭsin() with the dielectric constant .
The emission was dispersed by a double monochromator with a focal length of 1 m and detected by a Peltier-cooled GaAs photomultiplier interfaced with a photon counting system.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In an unpatterned cavity the photon modes have free dispersion in the cavity plane with their energies given by
where E 0 ϭបck 0 /ͱ is the energy of the fundamental cavity mode determined by the height of the GaAs cavity and k ʈ ϭͱk x 2 ϩk y 2 is the photon wave number in the cavity plane. In photonic dots three-dimensional photon confinement is obtained, and the dispersion of the photon modes in the cavity plane is suppressed due to the discontinuity of the refractive index at the lateral sidewalls. Detailed calculations of the energies of the modes in these structures have been made and shown to be in good agreement with the experiment. 19 They show that the energies of the photon modes (n x ,n y ) are given to a good approximation by the formula
with the confined photon wave numbers q n i ϭ(/L)(n i ϩ1), iϭx,y and n i ϭ0,1, . . . . Here the modes are standing waves in square microcavities of size L. To describe the experimental energies with Eq. ͑1͒, the size L has to be somewhat larger than the physical size due to the penetration of the fields into the vacuum and into the lower mirror. The eigenvalues n x and n y give the number of nodes in the electromagnetic-field distributions along the x and y direction, respectively. Each mode can be characterized by its parities, either even or odd, P x ϭ(Ϫ1) n x and P y ϭ(Ϫ1) n y . Modes with n x n y are twofold degenerate 21 due to the square symmetry of the dot structures, while modes with n x ϭn y are nondegenerate. The degenerate modes can be transformed into each other by rotations of 90°. The order in energy of the eight lowest modes is ͑0,0͒, ͑1,0͒, ͑1,1͒, ͑2,0͒, ͑2,1͒, ͑3,0͒, ͑2,2͒, and ͑3,1͒.
In Fig. 2 angle-resolved photoluminescence spectra of photonic dots with a lateral size of 6 m are shown. For these spectra the azimuthal angle was fixed at ϭ0 and the polar angle was varied from 0 to 16°. The exciton mode is not shown because its energy is more than 15 meV smaller than the energy of the cavity modes. 22, 23 This energy separation is so large that the optical modes are only weakly coupled to the electron-hole continuum of states. Several laterally confined photon modes are observed when varying . The energies of the photon modes do not vary with , giving clear evidence for their confinement in the cavity plane. However, the emission intensity from each mode depends strongly on the detection angle. For example, the emission of the ground photon mode ͑0,0͒ is maximum for ϭ0 and drops to zero with increasing . For angles Ͼ8°ground-mode emission is no longer detected. The first excited mode ͑1,0͒ which is degenerate with ͑0,1͒ ͑Ref. 21͒ cannot be observed at ϭ0. With the increasing detection angle its intensity rises from zero, has a maximum at about ϭ6°, and then drops again to zero.
The dotted lines in Fig. 2 indicate the calculated energies of the photon modes in 6-m-wide dots. For the two lowest photon modes good agreement with the experiment is observed. However, at the energy at which emission from the second excited mode ͑1,1͒ is expected, no emission is observed in the spectra for a dot orientation ϭ0. In contrast, luminescence is observed at the energy where the next higher-lying mode ͑2,0͒ is located. This mode has a small emission intensity for ϭ0, which decreases with increasing , is zero at about ϭ3°, then increases again and has a maximum for ϭ11°. Out of the next four higher-lying modes only one ͓͑3,0͔͒ has a large emission intensity for ϭ0, while from the other modes only weak emission is detected.
For comparison, also angle-resolved spectra of a 6-m-wide photonic dot have been recorded with the azimuthal angle fixed at ϭ45°. These spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . The behavior of the modes ͑0,0͒, ͑1,0͒, and ͑2,0͒ is similar to the behavior at ϭ0. But for this dot orientation emission is observed also at energies at which the mode ͑1,1͒ is expected from the calculations. Its intensity is zero at ϭ0, then it increases, has a maximum at about ϭ9°, and for larger angles it drops to zero. For this orientation of the photonic dot significant emission from the three higher-lying modes ͑2,1͒, ͑2,2͒, and ͑3,1͒ also is detected, which were hardly observable at ϭ0. In contrast, the emission from the mode ͑3,0͒ is strongly reduced.
The solid angle into which the several photon modes emit with appreciable intensity depends on the size of the dot. Figure 4 shows angle-resolved luminescence spectra of the ground-photon mode ͑0,0͒ for cavity sizes of 4.7, 3.7, and 2.7 m. The detection angle is varied up to 20°in steps of 2°. Qualitatively, the angle dependence is similar in all three cases. Quantitatively, however, the emission is distributed over a larger range of angles , the smaller the cavity size. For the 4.7-m-wide cavities the emission has dropped to zero already for Ͼ10°, for the 3.7-m-wide dots it becomes zero at Ͼ14°, and for the 2.7-m-wide ones it is zero for angles larger than 20°. As discussed above, in a 6-m-wide dot ͑0,0͒ emission was no longer observable already at Ͼ8°.
IV. DISCUSSION
The calculation of the far-field emission of a photonic dot is similar to that of diffraction of an electromagnetic wave at a square aperture of size L. In the case of the Fraunhofer diffraction, where the signal is detected far from the aperture, the interference pattern is given by the Fourier-transform of the aperture function. Therefore, the electromagnetic field far from the photonic dot is given by the Fourier transform of the field in the cavity plane. For the field distribution E n x ,n y (x,y) in the photonic dot the intensity distribution at the detector is given by 24   FIG. 3 . Angle-resolved spectra of a photonic dot with a size 6 m. The polar angle was varied as in Fig. 2 for a fixed azimuthal angle ϭ45°. PRB 59 2225 ANGLE DEPENDENCE OF THE SPONTANEOUS . . .
͑3͒
with k x ϭk sin cos and k y ϭk sin sin .
25
The electromagnetic fields are well confined inside of the photonic dots with a dot size of 6 m, because the field amplitudes are about zero at the boundaries of the dots. Therefore, to a good approximation Maxwell's equations can be separated in the x and y coordinates and the fields can be approximated by those in a cavity with perfectly reflecting sidewalls, E n x ,n y (x,y)ϭE n x (x)E n y (y) with
for modes of even parity along the direction i,iϭx,y and
for modes of odd parity. The q n i are the confined-photon wave numbers in Eq. ͑2͒. From these field distributions the far-field emission intensities can be calculated analytically. The emission intensities are given by I n x ,n y (,) ϭI n x (k x )I n y (k y ), where the I n i (k i ) for modes of even parity are given by
and for modes of odd parities by
Thus, each intensity distribution I n i (k i ) is a product of two factors. ͑i͒ The first factor is a form factor and gives the amplitude of the intensity with observation direction. Maximum intensity occurs when the direction of detection coincides with the photon wave vector. These directions are given by FIG. 5 . Far-field emission intensity of the four lowest modes in 6-m-wide photonic dots plotted vs the polar angle and the azimuthal angle . Intensity for the ͑0,0͒ mode ͑a͒, for the ͑1,0͒ ͑b͒, the ͑1,1͒ mode ͑c͒, and for the ͑2,0͒ mode ͑d͒.
k sin cos ϭ(/L)(n x ϩ1) and k sin sin ϭ(/L)(n y ϩ1). Therefore, for a fixed-dot orientation the maximum of the emission is shifted to larger angles , the larger the lateral wave number k ʈ ϭͱk x 2 ϩk y 2 of the involved dot mode is. This maximum clearly dominates the emission from each mode.
͑ii͒ The second factor gives the modulation of the emission intensity with the direction of detection (,) and is periodic in and . This factor also determines the shape of the far-field emission pattern through the parities of the modes. Only for modes with even symmetry along the x and y directions, emission can be observed at ϭ0, normal to the dot. For modes with odd symmetry along one direction, the field contributions to the far-field emission interfere destructively. Figure 5 shows three-dimensional plots of the intensities of the four lowest photon modes as functions of the polar angle and the azimuthal angle . The dot size is 6 m. In addition, these intensities for fixed-dot orientations of ϭ0 and ϭ45°are compared to the experimental data in Figs. 6 and 7 for the eight lowest-confined modes. 26, 27 There, symbols give the experimental data ͑squares for ϭ0 and circles for ϭ45°) and lines show the results of the calculations ͑solid lines for ϭ0 and dotted ones for ϭ45°). The absolute-emission intensity from each mode depends strongly on the coupling of each optical mode to the electronic states in the quantum well and cannot be easily compared with each other. Therefore, the maximum intensity of each mode has been normalized to unity.
The emission of the ground-photon mode has almost no dependence on the orientation of the photonic dot. It is maximum for ϭ0 and then decreases. The intensities of the side maxima are so small that they cannot be resolved experimentally. From the calculations we find that, e.g., the first side maximum of the ͑0,0͒ mode is located at about 20°. Its intensity is, however, only 2% of that of the main maximum. The intensities of higher-order maxima are even smaller. Therefore, the ground-photon mode mainly consists of Fourier components with wave numbers around zero.
The electric-field distributions of the higher-confined optical modes are increasingly modulated in the plane of the photonic dot. Therefore, higher Fourier components become important for these photon modes resulting in the shift of the main-emission maximum to larger angles, i.e., larger inplane wave numbers. Further, for these modes the relative intensities of the side maxima increase.
For the first excited mode ͑1,0͒ the emission depends on the orientation of the dot. When measuring along the y direction (ϭ90°, parallel to the node plane of the mode͒ the electric-field contributions to the far-field emission interfere destructively for all angles ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒. In contrast, when measuring along the x direction (ϭ0, normal to the node plane͒ emission is observed. However, the mode ͑1,0͒ is degenerate with the mode ͑0,1͒, 21 and the far-field distribution of the latter mode is obtained from that of ͑1,0͒ by a rotation of 90°around the z axis. When adding the two distributions, the emission intensity depends only weakly on . For example, it is maximum for ϭ0, drops by about 20% up to ϭ45°͓shown in Fig. 6͑b͔͒ and then increases to reach again maximum intensity for ϭ90°.
The next higher-lying mode ͑1,1͒ is nondegenerate. Because of its modulation along both spatial directions in the cavity plane the emission varies more strongly with as compared to the ͑1,0͒ mode. For the orientation ϭ0 no emission is observed because the fields cancel each other at the detector for all . When the orientation of the dot is changed by 45°, emission from this mode becomes observable.
The intensity of the ͑2,0͒ mode is nonzero at ϭ0 because of even parities along the x and y directions leading to constructive interference of the fields. For larger angles the behavior is similar to that observed for the ͑1,0͒ mode. However, when adding the intensity distribution of the degenerate ͑0,2͒ mode, the modulation with is significantly stronger than in the case of the total intensity of the ͑1,0͒ and ͑0,1͒ modes.
The width of the main maximum in the Fourier transform of the field distribution increases with decreasing structure size. E.g., in the case of ͑0,0͒ Fourier components with larger wave numbers are mixed into the mode when its spatial confinement becomes stronger. This can be seen from Fig. 8 , where the ͑0,0͒ emission intensity is plotted against for various dot sizes, 6 m, 4.7 m, 3.7 m, and 2.7 m. Qualitatively, the behavior of the emission is the same for all FIG. 6 . Emission intenities of the optical modes in a 6-m-wide photonic dot as functions of . The dot orientation was ϭ0 and ϭ45°. Data for the ͑0,0͒ mode ͑a͒, for the ͑1,0͒ ͑b͒, the ͑1,1͒ mode ͑c͒, and for the ͑2,0͒ mode ͑d͒. Lines give the results of calculations ͑solid lines for ϭ0, dotted ones for ϭ45°), symbols the experimental data ͑squares for ϭ0, circles for ϭ45°).
dot sizes. Quantitatively, the solid angle of the emission increases with decreasing structure size. From our calculations we find that this solid angle increases with 1/L with decreasing structure size. This behavior is well reproduced by the experimental data.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, we have studied the electromagnetic-field distributions of the optical modes in photonic dots using angle-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy. We have shown that these studies give directly the spatial Fourier transforms of the electric-field distributions in the cavities. The experimental results for the angular dependences are in good agreement with calculations of the electric-field distributions. Therefore, we have obtained a quantitative picture of these electric-field distributions of the modes themselves.
This situation might be contrasted with that of the wave functions of electronic states in nanometer-sized quantum dots, which have attracted much attention in recent years. In that case there are no measurements of the states that give direct insight about the wave functions on a scale similar to that presented here for the modes of photonic dots. In addition, in the case of electronic quantum dots there often are uncertainties in the models used, such as electron-electron many-body effects, damages at interfaces or uncertainties in the potentials, which limit the reliability of the understanding of their states based on comparison of calculated energies with experimental results. The detailed results for the present photonic dots may make them attractive both for further fundamental studies in, e.g., optical couplings to electronic excitations or more complex structures made from them, or for potential applications such as in lasers with reducedspontaneous emission. sidered in detail here. In case of the ground mode the two independent polarizations are degenerate with each other. Each of the two first-excited modes ͑1,0͒ and ͑0,1͒ is split into a doublet because of the different boundary conditions at the semiconductor-vacuum interface for the two polarizations. However, from the full calculations we find that this polarization splitting is rather small in the case of the present structures. For example, for a 4.7-m-wide dot the splitting is 0.06 meV, for a 2.3-m-wide dot it is 0.5 meV. 22 The in-plane dispersion of the exciton is given by the center-ofmass motion of the exciton, whose energy depends only weakly on the observation direction in comparison to the photon mode. 23 The halfwidth of the photon-mode emission increases continuously with increasing polar angle. This increase can be attibuted to the decrease of reflectivity of the two Bragg reflectors with increasing . 24 See, for example, E. Hecht and A. Zajac, Optics ͑Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1974͒. 25 For diffraction of a plane wave at a square aperture, each point of the aperture is the origin of a spherical wave. The amplitude of each of these elementary waves is equal. In case of the photonic dots the amplitude of each of these elementary waves is given by the local electromagnetic field in the photonic dot. 26 For the higher-lying, closely spaced modes, in particular ͑2,2͒ and ͑3,1͒, the intensities have been determined from a lineshape analysis, for which the calculated mode energies have been used. For the spectral linewidth we have taken the values from other modes, which are located closely in energy. 27 For different dot orientations the exciton luminescence is normalized to the same value first and then the emission intensities of the optical modes are compared with each other.
